
integrated blinds



Sleek & innovative design.

Your home is a reflection of you. We know 

you want to dress your windows with style 

whilst gaining maximum shading from the 

sun, as well as maintain the ability to open 

and close your windows. Our INTU blinds are 

the most innovative and flexible blind system 

in the market.

INTU Blinds complement your windows in 

both design and function, making them the 

intelligent choice for today’s homes. 

integrated
Beautifully

blinds
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Find your match.
INTU is available in Roller, Pleated, Cellular 

and Venetian blinds, including Privacy and 

Micro options. 

Choose from our wide range of Roller, 

Pleated and Cellular fabrics or Venetian 

slats in an extensive range of colours, 

designs and finishes.

Roller Venetian

Pleated Hive

Micro
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The variety of options that INTU blinds offer 

means you can find the best solution for your 

window. Whether you need a specific blind for 

your bi-fold doors, or perhaps a multi-zone blind, 

which can be positioned to provide privacy and 

height control, INTU blinds have it all.

For rooms where additional features may 

be required, reflective, blackout or even fire 

retardant fabrics can be chosen to suit specific 

performance requirements. Don’t forget about 

Venetian slats which give optimum light and 

privacy control.

solutions
Flexible
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INTU blinds have a stylish, curved fascia 

giving a sleek, modern appearance.

The streamlined bottomrail completes 

the blind with style and elegance.

Flawless
finishes
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Simple brackets fit into the 
window bead

Stylish fascia beautifully 
sits in the window

Blind tensioned meaning there are 
no hanging cords or loops, making 
it one of the safest blinds available

Maintain the function of 
tilt and turn windows and doors

Easy to operate, choose your preferred option

Bottombar Slider Wand
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CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.

.

For safety & style.

Young children can be in danger of strangulation from the 

loops of pull, chain and bead cords. The INTU range is 

completely child safe by design to fully address concerns 

over safety.

The INTU system’s neat and simple control options eliminate 

unnecessary free-hanging cord loops, creating one of the 

safest blinds you can buy. Make sure you have peace of mind.

Pleated

Hive Venetian

Roller
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Child Safe
by design
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www.stylestudio.co.uk   |   www.eclipseblinds.co.uk

Eclipse actively supports the 
BBSA ‘Make it Safe’ Initiative

CHILD SAFE
PRODUCT

.

.

Your INTU® blind retailer
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